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[1] Many cases before the Family Court have as their genesis a dispute about 

money and this is such a case.  Mrs [Chauhan] and Mr [Grewal] are sister and brother 

respectively.  Their sons have been in a business partnership together, but that 

partnership has deteriorated and there is now litigation [dispute details deleted] 

between the two sons.  Mrs [Chauhan] and Mr [Grewal] have been drawn into that 

dispute, and Mrs [Chauhan] alleges that Mr [Grewal] has, in furthering that dispute, 

been violent towards her.  She sought and obtained a Temporary Protection Order on 

22 December 2016.  Mr [Grewal] seeks the discharge of that order, and opposes the 

making of a Final Protection Order.  In tandem with his objection to the temporary 

order being made final, he has also filed an objection to attend assessment and the 

programme.   

[2] I am required to determine therefore whether the Temporary Protection Order 

should be replaced with a Final Protection Order or not.  Obviously if I decline to 

make a Final Protection Order, then Mr [Grewal]’s objection to attend any assessment 

and protection order will be granted.  I also suggest that if I do make a final protection 

order, then the objects set out in s 5(2)(d) require me to direct Mr [Grewal] to attend 

an assessment and programme. 

[3] In order to make a protection order there are several matters of which I need to 

be satisfied.  Firstly, s 7 of the Act requires a person applying for a protection order to 

be or to have been in a domestic relationship.1  Mrs [Chauhan] and Mr [Grewal] are 

brother and sister and are therefore family members, and are thus in a domestic 

relationship as defined in the Act.2  This is not in dispute.  The second issue is that I 

need to be satisfied about that there has been domestic violence and, thirdly, that the 

making of a protection order is necessary for the protection of Mrs [Chauhan] as the 

applicant.3   

[4] Domestic violence is defined in s 3 of the Act.  It includes physical abuse, 

sexual abuse and psychological abuse; psychological abuse is further defined “but not 

limited to”, intimidation, harassment, damage to property, threats to physical abuse, 

                                                 
1 s 7(1). 
2 s 4(1)(b). 
3 s 14(1)(a) & (b). 



 

 

sexual abuse and psychological abuse, or financial or economic abuse.4  In relation to 

the definition of violence the Court of Appeal in SN v MN said: 5 

It is unnecessary to resort to synonyms for phrases like violence, which has a 

specific statutory definition, or physical or psychological abuse. Judicial 

overlays or refinements on a self-contained, plainly written statutory code do 

not assist. Similarly, references to what the Family Court has said in other 

cases are unlikely to be helpful unless they are guiding statements of principle 

or statutory construction. 

[5] However, s 3(2)(c), which defines psychological abuse, specifically does not 

limit it to the definition set out in s 3.  Thus references to other cases which help define 

the definition of psychological abuse are entirely warranted.  Such an approach is 

entirely consistent with the objects in s 5(1)(a) to recognise that domestic violence “in 

all its forms” is unacceptable behaviour.  In relation to psychological abuse it is helpful 

to have recourse to cases which help define psychological abuse “in all its forms.”  

Guidance can be found, for example, in the decision of his Honour Judge Walsh in G 

v C in which his Honour identified characteristics of psychological abuse as including: 

6 

(1) Behaviour which chips at a person’s confidence or is designed to “put 

a person down” or humiliate that person. 

(2) Abusive power which by degrees makes another person apprehensive 

and unsettled. 

(3) Exploiting an emotional or psychological vulnerability of another 

party. 

(4) Indulging in behaviour designed to unsettle, antagonise, offend, annoy, 

provoke or worry another party.  Implicit or explicit threats. 

                                                 
4 S 3(2)(c).  
5 SN v MN [2017] NZCA 289 at [19]. 
6 G v C (1997) 16 FRNZ 201. 



 

 

[6] In AV v ST7 Priestley J adopted the comments of her Honour Judge Moss in 

Westcott v Schoeler8 where her Honour stated: 

At least some elements of the items listed in s 3(2)(c) of the Act, or behaviour 

which viewed objectively, taking into account the outlook of the applicant, the 

purpose and effect of creating or sustaining an abuse of power and controlled 

dynamic, whereby the victim is subjected to the imposed will of the abuser to 

such an extent that the victim perceives he or she is unable to assert his or her 

own wishes. 

[7] Indeed the Court of Appeal itself, in Surrey v Surrey expanded the definition 

of psychological abuse from that set out in s 3(2)(c),9 as including a comment made 

by the respondent’s husband, shortly after she suffered a miscarriage, that he would 

have to sleep with another woman.10   In the same case an inappropriate text message 

with explicit sexual content sent to the respondent’s 10 year old daughter was held to 

be psychological abuse of the daughter.11  I therefore do not see that the Court of 

Appeal’s comments at [19] of SN v MN specifically limit the Court’s ability to have 

recourse to case law defining psychological abuse more broadly than that specifically 

set out in s 3(2)(c); any such interpretation would be clearly contrary to the express 

wording of that section. 

Tests to be applied to allegations of violence   

[8] The Court of Appeal in SN v MN stated: 

Ultimately in exercising its judgment the Court must stand back and review 

the evidence in totality to decide whether it is satisfied that all incidents 

viewed together amount to domestic violence.12 

That comment cannot abrogate s 85 of the Act which states: 

85 Standard of proof 

 

Every question of fact arising in any proceedings under this Act (other than 

criminal proceedings) must be decided on the balance of probabilities. 

                                                 
7 AB v ST [2011] NZFLR 669. 
8 Westcott v Schoeler (2001) 20 FRNZ 381 at [16]. 
9 Surrey v Surrey [2010] 2 NZLR 581; (2009) 27 FRNZ 968; [2010] NZFLR 1. 
10 para [ 6]. 
11 para [79]. 
12 SN v MN at [21]. 



 

 

Thus whilst the Court of Appeal’s comment at [21] could be seen to be requiring a 

Judge as only needing to be satisfied that domestic violence has “occurred” rather than 

on the balance of probabilities, that cannot be what the Court of Appeal meant because 

of the mandatory application of s 85.  Indeed as the Court of Appeal stated at the 

beginning of [21] “A single act may amount to domestic violence.  Or a number of 

acts considered together may meet the same criterion.”  Such a view is also consistent 

with the Court of Appeal’s decision in M v Y,13 in which, in relation to sexual abuse14 

the Court held that allegations need to be proven on the balance of probabilities.  I do 

not see the Court of Appeal’s comments in [21] as being inconsistent with Surrey v 

Surrey or M v Y and its reference to being “satisfied”, must be read in conjunction with 

s 85.  

[9] Before looking at the issue of necessity, I now turn to examine the facts in this 

case.  For if I find that domestic violence has not been proven on the balance of 

probabilities I do not need to turn my mind to the issue of necessity. 

[10] The pivotal allegation relates to the events of [date deleted] September 2016.  

In her initial affidavit Mrs [Chauhan] deposes that around morning tea time she had a 

cup of tea, and was having a conversation with Mr [Grewal] about the dispute between 

their sons.  She states that he called her a bitch, that he then got very angry and he put 

his hands around her throat with such pressure that she blacked out, requiring other 

people present to intervene.  This alleged incident occurred at the [place of worship 

deleted], which I am told, is in [location 1 deleted].  Her evidence is that after lying 

down for a while she then went home but subsequently went to the police to lay a 

complaint, but did not pursue that complaint.  It was clear from her cross-examination 

that she felt under some pressure because of her culture, and the shame upon the [place 

of worship], her family, and herself, of her going to the police, and airing the family 

differences before the police and a Court.  Mrs [Chauhan]’s evidence was that her son 

was present, and when he suggested that the police were called, [leaders of the place 

of worship] told him not to do so as involving the police would bring shame upon the 

[place of worship].   

                                                 
13 M v Y [1994] 1 NZLR 527  
14 which is clearly defined as violence pursuant to s 3(2)(b) 



 

 

[11] Mrs [Chauhan] was cross-examined extensively by Mr Bhardwaj in relation to 

her allegation.  Mr Bhardwaj put to her Mr [Grewal]’s assertion that this was in effect 

a false allegation designed to put pressure on his family and thus indirectly place 

pressure upon his son as a means of trying to force a resolution of the civil proceedings 

between the two sons.  That was emphatically denied by Mrs [Chauhan].  Mrs 

[Chauhan] in cross-examination was able to describe where she was in the [place of 

worship], where her son was, how she walked across the room from the kitchen with 

the cup of tea in her hand, and how she was strangled.  She demonstrated how she says 

Mr [Grewal] put his hands around her throat which involved his two thumbs on her 

vocal cords, and his hands circling round to the back of her neck.  Her evidence was 

that it was of such force that she very rapidly blacked out, and that she was not aware 

of what occurred until she came to a short time later.  Mrs [Chauhan]’s son, 

Mr [Merchant], has sworn an affidavit as to what occurred, and was also available for 

cross-examination. 

[12] Mr [Merchant’s] evidence was that he had come to the [place of worship] for 

worship.  His evidence was that Mr [Grewal] (his uncle) began abusing him about the 

property dispute with his cousin.  His evidence was that he went to worship and as he 

stood up from worship he looked back and saw Mr [Grewal] strangling his mother.  

His evidence was that he heard Mr [Grewal] say to his mother, “Why our father did 

not kill you when you were born.”  He then says he went up to Mr [Grewal], hitting 

his arms to force them away from his mother’s throat, and then holding his mother.  

He describes his mother as blanking out and her recovering with the assistance of his 

wife.  He confirms that he wanted to call the police but his uncle, [Sumantra Merchant] 

said that it was not a good look for the image of the [place of worship] and the 

community to call the police.  He similarly demonstrated how he observed 

Mr [Grewal] strangle his mother and his demonstration was entirely consistent with 

that of Mrs [Chauhan].   

[13] Mr [Grewal] has given evidence and was cross-examined on the issue.  He 

emphatically denies that he assaulted his sister.  He says that it was in fact Mrs 

[Chauhan] who rushed at him with her hand above her head as if she were to throw a 

teacup at him.  In self-defence he says he pushed her away.  He denies making the 

comments to her that he wished their father had killed her at birth.  He accepted that 



 

 

Mr [Merchant] was at the [place of worship] and was there to worship and had been 

worshipping before the deity.   

[14] In support of Mr [Grewal] was another [place of worship] member, Mr 

[Doshi].  His evidence was that on [date deleted] September 2016 he saw an argument 

between Mr [Grewal] and Mr [Merchant] at the [place of worship] gates.  He says they 

then moved inside and that Mr [Grewal] and Mrs [Chauhan] were arguing at the door 

of the [place of worship], then Mrs [Chauhan] appeared to throw something at Mr 

[Grewal]. Contrary to the evidence of Mr [Grewal], Mr [Doshi] stated that Mrs 

[Chauhan] did not have her hand above her head but rather her hands down by her 

hips and went to throw from that position.  He was adamant, contrary to the evidence 

of Mrs [Chauhan], Mr [Merchant] and Mr [Grewal], that Mr [Merchant] was not 

worshipping at the [place of worship]. 

[15] What became apparent during his cross-examination is that for reasons that 

were never adequately explained, the day before he swore his affidavit he was 

appointed by the [place of worship] committee (of which Mr [Grewal] is [position 

deleted]), as [position deleted]. I find Mr [Doshi] to be an unconvincing witness and I 

place no weight on his evidence at all.  It is so divergent to that of Mr [Grewal], whom 

Mr [Doshi], is purporting to be supporting, that his evidence is simply unbelievable.  

I also have serious concerns at his being appointed as [position deleted] the day before 

he swore his affidavit.  I disregard Mr [Doshi]’s evidence in its entirety. 

[16] I accept and prefer the evidence of Mrs [Chauhan] and Mr [Merchant].  Their 

evidence was entirely consistent.  As Ms Eagle said in her submissions, Mrs 

[Chauhan]. in making her allegations, is going against her husband, her brother, the 

[place of worship] trustees and within her culture, standing up to men as a woman.  

That she has done so has caused her enormous grief and stress and as Ms Eagle said 

in her submissions, why would she do all of that unless she was telling the truth. 

[17] I found Mr [Grewal] to be an unreliable witness.  He was at times vague in his 

answers, but principally I reply upon the consistency in the evidence of Mr [Grewal] 

and Mr [Merchant].  While recognising that they are mother and son, nevertheless they 

both describe identically how she was strangled.  Mrs [Chauhan] was able to clearly 



 

 

set out a sequence of time which was detailed, being cross-examined by Mr Bhardwaj 

and she also became observantly extremely distressed when recounting being 

strangled by her brother. Mr [Merchant] became very distressed describing his mother 

being strangled and at the comments of Mr [Grewal] that she should have been killed 

at birth. I found him to be without guile and a credible witness. 

[18] I thus find it proven on the balance of probabilities that on [date deleted] 

September 2016, Mr [Grewal] engaged in domestic violence towards Mrs [Chauhan] 

by strangling her and psychologically abusing her by saying that he wished their father 

had killed her at birth; a statement that I accept, as asserted by Mr [Merchant], as being 

particularly culturally insensitive. 

[19] Mrs [Chauhan] further deposes that on an ongoing basis, Mr [Grewal] 

subjected her to harassment and verbal abuse.  That is not accepted by Mr [Grewal].  

Matters came to a head on 2 December 2016 when Mrs [Chauhan] says she received 

a barrage of insults from Mr [Grewal] and that during the course of that barrage, he 

again said to her that her father should have killed her when she was first born.  This 

triggered in her a great sense of fear for her safety given that she had been previously 

strangled by Mr [Grewal].  She further deposes that Mr [Grewal] is communicating 

with her village in India, referring to an old [region/ethnicity deleted] fable where there 

was a property dispute within a family and children of the family members were killed 

as a result of the property dispute.   She took from that that Mr [Grewal] was implying 

that he was going to kill her son.  I note that Mr [Grewal] in cross-examination 

volunteered that Mrs [Chauhan] had nothing to fear from him because she lived in 

New Zealand, unlike if she was living in India; the implication being that there she 

would be killed.  I accept Mrs [Chauhan]’s evidence. 

[20] It was that incident which triggered Mrs [Chauhan] reapplying for the 

protection order.  For she had initially applied for a protection order but it was directed 

to proceed on notice by the eDuty Judge.  However given this incident that she says 

occurred on 2 December 2016, she successfully reapplied for a protection order on a 

without notice basis. 



 

 

[21] The [place of worship] continued to be involved and there were two meetings, 

one on 4 December and one on 29 December between some of the trustees.  Attached 

to Mrs [Chauhan]’s affirmation of 29 August 2017, is a note of the decisions reached 

at that meeting.  The minutes record, “The result has been decide [sic] that in future 

their [sic] won’t be any dispute between both parties [sic], anything [sic] happened 

then [the place of worship] will take action.  The action can be legal action which may 

involve police against the respondent party”.  It also recorded that Mrs [Chauhan] will 

in effect rescind the protection order against Mr [Grewal]. 

[22] Attached to Mr [Merchant]’s affirmation of 29 August 2017, is a letter written 

by the secretary of the [place of worship] trust.  Specifically that records “trusties [sic] 

and other community members acknowledge in particular that meeting that there was 

ongoing abusing [sic] by Mr [Vipal Grewal] in [place of worship] against [Jeevankala 

Chauhan] and we give a letter that if Mr [Vipan Grewal] abuse [sic] once more, then 

trust will take action against him and trust [sic] asked her to take protection order back 

but Mr [Vipan Grewal] said he was keen to defend”. 

[23] Significantly the effect of both of those documents is confirmation that the 

trustees have observed Mr [Grewal] being abusive towards Mrs [Chauhan].15 

[24] There is reference to involving the police in the future and that reference would 

not have been made if the trustees did not take the abuse that had occurred as being 

serious. However I note the evidence from Mrs [Chauhan] that she was somewhat 

sceptical as to whether they would call the police given that when she was strangled 

by Mr [Grewal], the trustees refused to call the police. 

[25] I am also extremely concerned that the trustees sought to pressure Mrs 

[Chauhan] into withdrawing the protection order.  On the evidence before me it does 

seem that the trustees (all of whom are men) appear to be requiring Mrs [Chauhan] as 

a woman to bow to their will, notwithstanding that she has been the victim of physical 

and psychological abuse by Mr [Grewal]. 

                                                 
15 I note that the admissibility of those documents was not challenged by Mr Bhardwaj. 



 

 

[26] The objectives of the Act in s 5 are not constrained by cultural or gender, but 

rather recognise that all victims should be protected from violence.  If there is a 

cultural paradigm in existence in relation to domestic violence, that it is shameful to 

involve external agencies, including the Courts and the police in matters between 

[place of worship] members and family members of that community, then it is that 

paradigm that needs to change, so that victims of violence feel supported in firstly 

exposing the violence, and in secondly seeking to hold a perpetrator of violence to 

account. 

[27] I suggest to the trustees that there was a very real missed opportunity to be bold 

leaders and to act protectively towards this woman rather than closing ranks around 

this man.  

[28] Drawing these threads of evidence together, and preferring the evidence of Mrs 

[Chauhan], I find as proven on the balance of probabilities that Mr [Grewal] has 

psychologically abused Mrs [Chauhan] by ongoing threats and intimidation, and 

particularly that on 2 December I find as proven on the balance of probabilities that 

Mr [Grewal] again psychologically abused Mrs [Chauhan] by telling her that he 

wished their father had killed her.  It was clearly behaviour which fits within the 

definition of psychological abuse enunciated in the G v C decision. 

[29] All these incidents that I have found as proven when viewed together amount 

to domestic violence and the existence of domestic violence has therefore been proven. 

Necessity 

[30] The issue of necessity was the essential issue for determination by the Court of 

Appeal in Surrey v Surrey; the Court stated: 16 

 [38] The assessment of necessity under s 14(1)(b) requires a broad based 

assessment by the Court of the need for protection in the future, in regard to both the 

objectives of the Domestic Violence Act and the statutory factors set out in s 14, as 

well as any other relevant factors.  In Appendix 2, we provide a more detailed 

discussion of the test and necessity and an analysis of previous cases on that issue. 

                                                 
16 Surrey v Surrey [2008] NZCA 565. 



 

 

 … 

 [40] In our view, the scheme of the DV Act envisages that the Court will assess 

the risk of domestic violence on the basis of past conduct, informed by the subjective 

views of the victim and any other relevant factors.  It is implicit in ss 14(1)(a), 14(5)(a) 

and 14(5)(b) that the nature and seriousness of past domestic violence is relevant to 

assessing whether an order is necessary for the protection of the applicant, or a child 

of the applicant’s family, in the future.  It is also relevant under s 14(3) to consider if 

there has been a pattern of past violence.  This is understandable.  The single most 

robust predictor of future violence is a history of multiple prior offences:  see Melton 

and others Psychological Evaluations for the Courts: A Handbook (2007) at 316. 

[31] That position was affirmed by the Court of Appeal in SN v MN.17 

[32] It is unclear whether SN v NM is consistent or inconsistent with the Court of 

Appeal’s own decision in Surrey v Surrey.  Surrey requires an applicant to prove the 

existence of past violence and a reasonable subjective belief of future violence when 

determining the question of necessity.  In addressing necessity issue, Surrey is quite 

clear that recourse must also be had to the provisions of s 14 of the Act, and the aims, 

objectives and principles of the Act. 

[33] However, once past violence and a reasonable subjective fear of future 

violence is proven, the Surrey states that an evidential burden is then passed to the 

respondent to demonstrate factors weighing against the necessity of an order.  

However at [24] of SN v NM, the Court of Appeal appears to hold that an enquiry into 

necessity is not a question of weighing factors pointing to an order being necessary, 

against those which operate to the contrary. 

[34] The Court of Appeal states: 18 

When conducting the enquiry into necessity, it is not a question of weighing 

factors pointing to an order being necessary against those which operate to the 

contrary.  Again, we repeat, it is an evaluative exercise to determine whether 

the protection order is necessary. 

[35] Of SN v NM, Judge Callinicos in RJK v HSB,19 said, that domestic violence is 

established, the secondary necessity enquiry requires the Court to enquire whether an 

                                                 
17 SN v MN [2017] NZCA 289 at [24](a). 
18 SN v MN [2017] NZCA 289 at [24](f). 
19 RJK v HSB [2017] NZFC 6950 at [28]. 



 

 

order is necessary, not upon proof to a particular standard, but upon the exercise of 

judgment based on all the evidence.20  Where the Court is satisfied that the behaviour 

is such as to lead to reasonable fears for safety based on a subjective belief of a pattern 

of recent serious violence, then unless there are very strong indicators to the contrary, 

it is unlikely a protection order could be refused.  

[36] Judge Callinicos went on the state that the Court in SN v NM held that the 

approach of the Family Court Judge at first instance, in assessing necessity, was 

incorrect and that the exercise was not a balancing act.  The enquiry was not a 

discretion, but rather involved assessment and judgment.  This is consistent with 

Surrey in that, rather than balancing the applicant’s case against the respondent’s, the 

correct approach is first to assess if an applicant has met the onus to establish the fact 

of violence and a reasonable subject of fear of future violence whereupon the onus 

shifts to the respondent to establish factors against necessity.  That is not a balancing 

exercise, rather it is a progressive analysis of two separate onuses. 

[37] I accept that reasoning in part.  Firstly the use by Judge Callinicos of “serious 

violence” is taken directly from the Court of Appeal in Surrey v Surrey with the 

reference to serious violence being in the context of that particular case and the 

allegations that have been made.  I do not apprehend Judge Callinicos to be stating 

that a protection order should only be made when “serious violence” is established.  

For as all Family Court Judges know, what could be objectively perceived to be minor 

violence by some people, can have devastating and serious consequences for victims 

of that violence.  It is not useful in my view to try and differentiate between serious 

violence and violence that is not serious.  Indeed, to do so places a gloss upon the 

statute which is not warranted.  The Act requires that victims are protected from all 

forms of violence, and it is I suggest irrelevant as to whether it was serious or not. 

[38] But as the Court of Appeal said in SN v MN, Surrey v Surrey places an onus on 

a respondent to point to countervailing features as to why a protection order should 

not be made.  Those countervailing features need to be considered against the Court’s 

reasoning as to why the making of a protection order is necessary and that involves a 

                                                 
20 See [22] 



 

 

form of weighing those countervailing features against the reasons for necessity.  

Whether it is a question of balancing or simply undertaking an evaluative exercise, I 

suggest, is simply semantics. 

[39] On the facts of this case, the evidence establishes a clear pattern of behaviour.  

There is an ongoing pattern of verbal abuse, including psychologically abusive 

behaviour through the demeaning comments relating to Mr [Grewal]’s view that their 

father should have killed Mrs [Chauhan] at birth.  That pattern has been ongoing over 

a number of months. 

[40] Mrs [Chauhan] has a clear view that she needs ongoing protection.  Her view 

is that without the order, she will be at risk from further verbal abuse and/or physical 

assault from Mr [Grewal].  Mr Bhardwaj in his submissions argues that that view is 

unsustainable on the basis that since the making of the protection order, there have 

been no further incidents of violence. 

[41] However as the Court of Appeal in SM v NM at [42](a) noted that view, really 

points more to the efficacy of the temporary protection order than any change in the 

respondent’s behaviours. 

[42] Mrs [Chauhan] perceives that the behaviour was serious.  Strangulation to the 

point of causing a victim to black out momentarily is serious.  Additionally within her 

cultural context, an assertion that she should have been killed at birth is a comment 

that has a degree of force and malice to it which takes it into a serious category. 

[43] The effect on Mrs [Chauhan] has been significant.  She at times has not felt 

able to attend her place of worship.  Section 13 of the New Zealand Bill of Rights 

1990 provides an express right to freedom of religion and belief and that must include 

the right to practice one’s religion.  For Mrs [Chauhan], her [religion] is inextricably 

linked to who she is, both spiritually and culturally and it is unacceptable that she feels 

the need to stay away from her place of worship because of fears of further violence. 

[44] Additionally for the reasons I have set out before, I have real concerns as to 

whether the attitudes of the [place of worship] trustees members are increasing the 



 

 

risks to Mrs [Chauhan]’s safety. Those attitudes increase the necessity for this order, 

as in order for Mrs [Chauhan] to practice her beliefs and her religion, in the absence 

of a culture and community which acts protectively towards her, the need for the 

existence of a protection order to afford her the type of protection that she is entitled 

to as a victim of violence be enhanced. 

[45] Finally, I find that the violence is likely to reoccur.  There is ongoing litigation 

between the parties’ sons.  It remains a great source of distress between Mrs [Chauhan] 

and Mr [Grewal] and for cultural reasons, the attack via litigation on the sons is seen 

to be an attack on the wider family.  There is the potential there for ongoing 

disagreements about that litigation and for Mr [Grewal] to take out his frustrations by 

psychologically or physically abusing Mrs [Chauhan]. 

[46] Adopting the Surrey v Surrey maxim that is the best predicator of the future is 

past known facts. with what has occurred within the [place of worship] context 

between September and December of last year, there is a high likelihood that without 

the order, Mrs [Chauhan] will continue to be subjected to psychological abuse from 

Mr [Grewal] at the [place of worship]. 

[47] I have reached a clear determination that the subjective perspective of Mrs 

[Chauhan], that she needs protection is when viewed objectively, entirely reasonable 

for those reasons. 

[48] Mr [Grewal] has not provided evidential foundation to give rise to any 

countervailing features as to why an order should not be made, thus I am satisfied that: 

(1) Mr [Grewal] has been violent towards Mrs [Chauhan] in terms of s 3 

of the Act. 

(2) That the making of a protection order is necessary for the protection of 

Mrs [Chauhan]. 

[49] I therefore intend to make a final protection order in favour of Mrs [Chauhan]. 



 

 

[50] In submissions there was discussion around the impact on Mr [Grewal] of an 

order being made in terms of his right to freedom of religion under s 13 of the New 

Zealand Bill of Rights Act.  What became apparent during the evidence was that [day 

deleted] is the only day of normal worship at the [place of worship], that the [location 

1 place of worship] is the only [religion deleted, place of worship] in [north island 

location deleted], and that attendance at worship is significant for both Mrs [Chauhan] 

and Mr [Grewal].  Prior to the construction of the [place of worship], [practitioners of 

the religion] used to worship from time to time at the [alternative place of worship 

deleted] at [location 2] in [north island location deleted] but the clear evidence was 

that that was of necessity and was really “second best”. 

[51] I have given consideration as to whether a special condition should be imposed 

allowing Mr [Grewal] to attend the [place of worship] for [day deleted] worship 

provided that he does not breach any of the standard conditions of a protection order.  

I have reached the view that such a condition is unnecessary.  For the standard 

conditions of an order do not preclude Mr [Grewal] from attending [day deleted] 

worship at the [place of worship]. 

[52] Pursuant to the standard conditions of the order, he is not allowed to “watch, 

loiter near, or prevent or hinder access to or from …. any other place [that Mrs 

[Chauhan]] visits often or; follow [Mrs [Chauhan]] about or stop or accost [Mrs 

[Chauhan]] in any place. 

[53] Simply by turning up to [day deleted] worship, he does not breach the 

protection order.  If he engages in any of the prohibited behaviours under part 1(a) of 

the order or has any communication or contact with her in breach of 1(b)(v) of the 

order while at worship, he then of courses breaches the order and is liable for criminal 

prosecution. 

[54] Thus the making of the order does not impinge on Mr [Grewal]’s rights under 

s 13 of the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act and if anything for the reasons I have set 

out above, enhances Mrs [Chauhan]’s rights and ability to practice her religion but in 

a way in which is personally safe for her. 



 

 

[55] I therefore determine that no special condition is necessary. 

[56] Finally, I dismiss Mr [Grewal]’s objection to attending a programme.  Given 

that violence has been proven, given that there is no evidence of any insight or 

understanding or effective of his violence on Mrs [Chauhan] and given the nature and 

tenure of his evidence, his attendance for assessment and then subsequent programme 

is essential in my view.  Both Mrs [Chauhan] and Mr [Grewal] have a poor command 

of English.  Their evidence was interpreted from [language deleted] into English and 

vice versa during this hearing.  I made enquiries of the Tauranga Family Court 

Co-ordinator as to whether the language barrier is a difficulty to attending and 

completing a programme.  The advice I have received is that it is not as an interpreter 

will be provided. 

 

Orders Made 

[57] For these reasons, I now make the following orders and directions: 

(1) I discharge the Temporary Protection Order made on 

22 December 2016. 

(2) I make a Final Protection Order in favour of [Jeevankala Chauhan] 

against [Vipan Grewal]. 

(3) I direct Mr [Grewal] to undertake an assessment and attend a non-

violence programme. 

(4) I dismiss his application objecting to undertaking such an assessment 

and attendance at a domestic violence programme. 

(5) If there are any issues as to costs, then I direct that Mrs [Chauhan] needs 

to file an application for costs and accompanying memorandum dealing 

with the applicable law and scale fees within 21 days and Mr [Grewal] 

file any response 14 days thereafter.  The costs matter can then be 

referred to me in chambers for a chambers decision. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S J Coyle 

Family Court Judge 

 

 
 


